In this article approach at the numerical solution of the return problem of acoustics is considered by method of iterations of Landveber. The considered approach consists in the following: for restoration of unknown coefficient in the differential equation we have statement of a direct problem and additional information on the solution of a direct problem. We write out functionality nonviscous, we receive statement of the interfaced problem. Further by means of solutions of a straight line and the interfaced problem we receive a functionality gradient nonviscous [1] . Then for the numerical solution of the return problem from statement of a direct problem we pass to a problem which we will solve on the computer in number.
Introduction
We will consider the return problem of acoustics [2] where in the given function g (t) is required to find a function f (x).
We will enter a grid х = ih, t = kh, where
, N is grid size, h = l/N is grid step. We will enter the following designations for net functions: 
Objects and methods of researches
The considered approach consists in the following: for restoration of unknown coefficient in the differential equation we have statement of a direct problem and additional information on the solution of a direct problem. We write out functionality nonviscous, we receive statement of the interfaced problem. Further by means of solutions of a straight line and the interfaced problem we receive a functionality gradient nonviscous. Then for the numerical solution of the return problem from statement of a direct problem we pass to a problem which we will solve on the computer in number.  we receive a ratio which approximates expression of a gradient of functionality nonviscous and further for production of minimization sequence any gradient method is used [3] .
For the description of the scheme we will use method of mathematical induction.
We will set initial approach 
Results and their discussion
We calculate the following approach q n+1 ), (
Conclusions
We carry out finite and differential approximation. We have net area From the point of view of the theory of differential schemes, using any choice of finite approximation of the interfaced problem, it is possible to pick up exact approximation of the interfaced problem that gradients to them corresponding coincided.
